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Diehards waver in fight against PM’s deal
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No laughing matter -- Comic Relief
down £8m after ‘white saviour’ row
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UK police warn of more far-right
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Arts, Antiques & Collectables Checklist is a
full-colour, tabloid sized double-page spread
of advertorial content published in the Home
section of The Sunday Times.
With a 1.5m weekly readership, of which 63%
are in the AB social-economic profile, The
Times boasts a wealthy readership with high
disposable incomes. The Arts, Antiques &
Collectables Checklist will serve as an essential
guide to inspire these readers to explore new
activities and pastimes in the UK’s thriving arts,
antiques and collectibles market.

ADVERTISEMENT

Commission a portrait painting

Objects of beauty around the home or office, whether for form or elegant
function, add a richness to daily life. For modern or historic inspiration, this
range of ideas revolves around the desire for the aesthetic

A jewel among West London auctioneers
CHISWICK AUCTIONS IS A WEST LONDON
auction house dedicated to offering a
straightforward and friendly approach to
buying and selling.
They provide free and confidential valuations
on antiques, paintings, jewellery, books, luxury
accessories and more. Known for their Design

& Interiors sale which caters to all lifestyle
categories, the monthly auction has become
a must-attend sale among interior design
enthusiasts and London collectors.
Chiswick Auctions specialist sales are led by a
world class team of experts with a reputation of
delivering exceptional results. Categories include
Fine, Urban and World Art; Rare Books;
Wine; and Designer Handbags.
Recent sale highlights include a 10.5
carat Burmese ruby which soared past its
pre-sale estimate at £462,500 in September;
and a sketch by John Constable entitled A
River Landscape selling for £87,500 in June.

Visit chiswickauctions.co.uk or call
020 8992 4442 to find out more.

•

Sources: PAMCO 2 2020, TAM20MOS GB TGI 2020 Q3 News UK.
Last updated Oct'20

•

SWORDERS FINE ART AUCTIONEERS,
operating since 1782, is one of the longestestablished auction houses in England,
providing valuation advice for inheritance
tax, insurance and sale.
If you are thinking of downsizing,
Sworders have a renowned reputation to
help you take the hassle away and can
provide you with a full valuation and
auction service. It has a team of experts with
a wealth of knowledge and specialists in
different fields from Asian Art to British and
European paintings, furniture and works
of art, jewellery, modern British and 20th
century art and 20th century design, to name
but a few.
Its large, purpose-built auction rooms, near
Stansted airport, have easy access and links to
London. The main office is complemented by
its offices in the county town of Hertford and
the centre of London’s theatre district, close to
Leicester Square tube station, in Cecil Court.

DIG INTO ALL THINGS
ARCHAEOLOGICAL or cultural with
an expert-led experience courtesy of
Peter Sommer Travels.
The specialist family-run travel
company is a two-time winner of the
Tour Operator of the
Year Gold Award,
so you know you are
guaranteed the finest
tours and gulet cruises;
perfect for small groups
or create your very own
bespoke private trip or
gulet charter.

M
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C1 - 31.4%
DE - 5.7%
46%
AGE
15-34
35-54
55+

30%
31.4%
37.6%

Visit sworder.co.uk, email valuations@
sworder.co.uk, or call the following locations:
Stansted 01279 817778, Hertford 01992
583508 or London 0203 971 2500.

Learn the experts’ secrets with Sotheby’s Institute
of Art short courses and lectures
LOVE ART? Go behind the scenes of the art
world with summer courses at Sotheby’s
Institute of Art. Running throughout June and
July, courses in London and New York City
combine classroom learning with unique art
experiences, seminars with international art
world experts and leading art practitioners,
as well as visits to galleries, auction houses,
museums, studios and more.
There are courses on European and British
art; an insider’s look at the museums and
institutions that have shaped aesthetic and
cultural traditions; and the opportunity to meet
experts from Bond Street who will teach you
about assessing, validating, and interpreting
sales of major auctions. Or you can even
investigate the multi-billion-dollar art crime
industry! Whether you’re looking for a way
into the art industry, to advance your already

established career, or just curious about art and
cultural history, courses are tailored to meet the
needs of all participants.
Can’t join in person? The Sotheby’s Institute
also offers online courses so you can follow
your creative curiosity and develop specific
skills anytime, anywhere. These six- and eightweek courses provide in-depth knowledge and
valuable insights on everything from running a
contemporary gallery or curating, to buying and
selling at auction or building a collection.

54%

tubes, which can be shipped worldwide. Pullman
Editions also offer a framing service for personal
shoppers at their London gallery.
Their newly-commissioned posters
feature glamorous winter sports and
summer resorts around the globe,
as well as the world’s greatest
historic automobiles.
Evoking memories of holidays and
special occasions, their modern take
on the Art Deco classics provide an
affordable way to decorate your home
– as well as making super original gifts.

Struck in solid 22-carat gold
Featuring the heraldic shield design, the half
sovereign is a sought-after gold coin of this great
monarch’s reign. In the 200th anniversary of her
birth, collectors will be particularly interested in
coin rarities from her lengthy reign.
Our experts have managed to acquire a
very limited quantity which are available now,
but we expect a fast sell out.

Yours for two instalments of just £99!
These half sovereigns are all original strikes, over
130 years old and you can own one today for just
two interest-free instalments of £99, or a single
payment of £198. Postage and packing is free. Your
coin is presented in an elegant display box, and
includes a certificate of authenticity to guarantee its
provenance for the future.

Call 08081 698 215 and quoting the code 92011780, or visit londonmintoffice.org/qv3

Explore Crete, Athens, the
Peloponnese or the Dodecanese islands
in Greece; travel in the footsteps of
Alexander the Great, hike on the Lycian
Way or experience a gastronomic
cruise in Turkey.
Discover the many wonders of
Ireland or of Sicily or Rome; cruise the
Dalmatian coast of Croatia aboard a
gorgeous gulet; explore Hadrian’s Wall,
Wessex, or Wales here in the UK.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT, the renowned King
of Macedon, pushed the boundaries of
exploration and ruled over one of the largest
empires the world has ever seen. From a young
age, he was told of his divine right to conquer
Persia and the world as the son of Zeus, King
of the Gods. It is claimed that Alexander the
Great’s mother, Olympias, spoke of being struck
by lightning in her womb while
sleeping the night before
her wedding without
any harm coming
to her or burns
being left on
her body.
Continued
military
success and
confirmation
by the Oracle
at Siwah led
him to believe
these myths.
Alexander’s
victories and the
spoils of war made
his kingdom’s economy
indestructible and his reign
was cemented in gold and silver.
Alexander was so popular that his image
continued to appear on coins even after
his death. On this solid silver coin, minted
around290 BC, he’s depicted as nothing less than
a God with distinctive horns representing the
king’s nature as a divine being.

Elegant and affordable timepieces with soul
THIS AUTOMATIC SKELETON
DESIGN strips the watch’s dial and
movement to its bare essentials,
revealing as much of the inner
workings as possible. The
timepiece is made with premium
materials from head to toe, with
a case made from surgical and
marine grade stainless steel, along

Join Sotheby’s Institute of Art and become
an art world insider at sothebysinstitute.com

Arts, Antiques & Collectables Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct &
Promotional Marketing (CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.

DURING QUEEN VICTORIA’S
REIGN, more than twice
as many gold sovereigns
were issued than
half sovereigns. Of
all sovereign types
ever issued, the half
sovereign accounts
for less than 18%,
making the half
sovereign five times
rarer than its sovereign
counterpart. Out of
all the gold ever used to
strike sovereign coins, less
than 9% has been used to produce
half sovereigns. This fact therefore makes your
original Queen Victoria half sovereign even more
desirable. It comes as no surprise that these rare
strikes still command such high demand with
collectors over 130 years later!

The King who became a God

Find out more and book a trip
you’ll never forget by visiting
petersommer.com or calling
01600 888 220.

The other side
of
the coin may appear
familiar.
A very similar depiction graces our
money to this day: The majestic,
seated Athena is said to be one of the
inspirations for Britannia.

Visit baldwin.co.uk or call 020 7930
6879 and speak to an expert for more
information on Alexander the Great and
similar coins from ancient Greece.

cork-made collector’s box
and with two bands – a
mesh bracelet and a genuine
Italian organic vegetabletanned, leather band with a
buckle clasp. Odyssée use an
Interchangeable spring bar
system for effortless switches.

with a unibody style
brass dial and diamond
cut hands.
Each watch is unisex
with a 41mm size and
is water-resistant
up to 50 meters. All
watches come with
a unique sustainable

Get 10% off with the code CHECKLIST
at odysseeshop.com

To advertise with Arts, Antiques & Collectables Checklist, please call Hurst Media Company on 0203 478 6017
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are always looking for new
ideas to improve their home
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and garden topics within
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GENDER

An original Queen Victoria Gold Half Sovereign –
a genuine 130-year-old rarity

There are over 100 designs
available to view and buy online
at pullmaneditions.com, and all
priced at just £395.

To order visit butlerandhill.co.uk, and quote CHECKLIST30 at
the checkout to receive free UK delivery on your online order.

DEMOGRAPHICS

AB - 62.9%

PULLMAN
EDITIONS DESIGNS
striking original
limited-edition
posters that capture
the enduring
appeal of Art Deco,
executed by leading
poster artists, each with their own
unique ‘signature style’.
Available in strictly limited editions
of 280, our posters are printed using
traditional techniques on the finest
quality 100% cotton fine art paper. They
are signed, hand-numbered and bear
an embossed stamp of authenticity.
Each poster is approximately 97 x 65
cms, and they are supplied unframed in robust

Release your inner
Indiana Jones on an
archaeological tour

RELIVE A SPECIAL DAY WITH a jigsaw puzzle
of the front page of The Times – and from a day
in history of your choice. Simply choose a day,
which can go as far back as 1888, and Butler
& Hill will create a fascinating puzzle for you,
featuring the front cover of The Times from that
momentous occasion.
This unique puzzle is made from 400-pieces
and features a newspaper-shaped jigsaw puzzle
piece at the centre.
Handmade in Devon
by talented craftspeople,
they’ll take the utmost
care when creating the
most beautiful gifts for
you. You can even have
your newspaper puzzle gift
wrapped and sent straight
to your recipient.

Readers spent over £316m on home
improvement materials in the past year
Readers look to the Sunday Times for
inspiration on renovating or decorating
their homes
Sunday Times readers are twice as likely as
to own a holiday home.

SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC

Turning safe shipping into an artform
PACK & SEND ARE THE UK’S largest packing and
shipping specialists. They regularly provide secure
shipping services to art galleries, antiques dealers,
auction houses, collectors, artists and exhibitions
organisers as well as individual buyers and sellers.
Whether it is a single piece going to a new home
locally, or an entire collection heading
across the world, PACK & SEND have
a wide range of packing options.
They also offer advice on shipping
documentation including temporary
import/export licences and ‘carnets’ for
international exhibitions and customs
forms. Every delivery is fully tracked
throughout its journey with a signature
requirement on completion.
Extremely sensitive pieces can have
the option of a full on-board courier, meaning that they
will be physically accompanied throughout the journey.

ADVERTISEMENT

Add some Art Deco style to your home

To find out more, locate a service centre or get a quote for your sensitive shipping needs,
contact PACK & SEND now on 0345 873 9990 or visit packsend.co.uk/art-shipping

The Arts, Antiques & Collectables Checklist
is the perfect shop window for brands and
organisations looking to benefit from a
readership that has more time to spend with
their newspaper than a weekday instalment,
and one accustomed to highly respected
cultural commentary from world-class
contributors.

•

Get in touch at therp.co.uk or call 020 7930 6844.

Piece together your past

Moving home and selling your valuables?

Showcasing a selection of exciting brands,
products and services, it will include the
best exhibitions, auctions, fairs and period
properties, as well as memorabilia, collectibles
and jewellery.

MANY OF THEIR MOST iconic works of art are
commissioned portraits – the tradition is still thriving
today so you too could invest in a meaningful legacy by
commissioning a portrait. It is a rewarding, enjoyable
process but when intending to create a lasting heirloom,
it’s worth investing in finding a quality artist with whom
you connect. Their fees run from £1,000 to £100,000.

•

561,000 printed copies of The
Sunday Times are circulated

•

1,504,000 average print
readership of The Sunday Times

•

Distributed UK wide
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SUPPLYING CONTENT
IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

DESIGN PROCESS

•

CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format.

•

•

All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi).

•

Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out
your advertorial.

Once all material is submitted according to specification,
Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved
house style of the publication.

•

•

Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top.

Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team.
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the
house style.

•

We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

•

Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
•

Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval.

•

Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and
max. 20 words for a call to action.

•

•

Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy
meets house style.

The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are
clear and concise.

•

Approval is required within 48 hours.

•

Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy
passes their compliance standards.

FILE TRANSFER
Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via wetransfer.com. Please
clarify in your message your company name, publication, theme and
on sale date as per your booking.

* Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications.
Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media Company supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are
provided by the client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater.
† Excludes image(s) cost; image searches £40 per hour; and copy writing £40 per hour.
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